
Seeking the omnipotent wish-granter,
the Holy Grail,

seven Servants fight seven more
in a Holy Grail War of the largest scale…

Parallel Cards Product Specifications

20 types of cards + 6 parallels
50 cards per pack, 6 packs per display

8 displays per carton

※Rules Sheet, Playbook, Playmat, and Deck Manual included
※The contents of each deck (excluding parallel cards) are exactly the same.

※Weiß Schwarz English Edition does not include gold/silver campaign coupon.

Parallel cards are randomly sealed into decks!

Every deck contains 2 shiny cards!
In addition, every deck you purchase has a chance to

contain one of the following!

[RRR] Rare cards with special embossing (3 types)
[SP] Sign card of characters (1 type)

NEO-STANDARD DECK CONSTRUCTION
The cards in this Trial Deck+ may be used together with cards with card number beginning with「APO/」!

※Not compatible with「FZ, FS」

Product Information

SIGN CARDS

Every deck you purchase
has a chance to contain a sign card

by the following voice cast!!!

MAAYA SAKAMOTO (as Ruler)

Red and Black,
Servants and Masters of each side,
bring the Holy Grail War onto the

WHITE and BLACK stage!

This Trial Deck+ zooms in on the first four 
episodes of the anime, and is the perfect 

start to your Weiß Schwarz journey. 
Featuring only two colors - red and blue - this 
Trial Deck+ allows you to get a good grasp of 

the game.

Characters in this TD+ include:
・Ruler, Sieg, Shirou Kotomine,

Kairi Shishigou

・Servants of Red: Saber, Archer, Lancer, 
Rider, Berserker, Assassin

・Servants of Black: Saber, Archer, Lancer, 
Rider, Caster, Berserker

Pre-order ends June 28th, 2018
Company / Contact details

※Specifications may be subject to change. Actual product may vary from the images shown.

Weiß Schwarz (English Edition)
Trial Deck+

 Barcode
8885009-404422

1 Pack

1 Display

1 Carton

50 cards
per pack

6 packs
per display

8 displays 
per carton

Cartons

Fate/Apocrypha

【New Release】 Bushiroad International Pte Ltd

Weiß Schwarz (English Edition) Trial Deck+

Release Date: October 12, 2018
※This product may not be sold or shipped out to consumers before the release date. Thank you for your cooperation.
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